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Let -~ be a statistical experiment which is majorized 

in the sense that there is a non negative measure such that 

each probability distribution has a density w.r.t. this 

measure. If the majorizing measure may be chosen a-finite 

(i.e. f.? is dominated), and if any real valued function of 

the unknown parameter possessing unbiased estimators with 

finite variance possesses UMVU estimators, then as shown 

by Bahadur 1957, f. admits a quadratically complete and 

sufficient a-algebra. The purpose of this paper is to 

show that this extends to any majorized experiment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We shall consider an experiment ~ of the traditional measure 

space type. Thus ~ consists of a sample space (x,JB which is 

just a measurable space, a parameter set e and a rule which to 

each 9 Ee assigns a probability measure P9• Random variables 

X and Y such that X = Y a.s. P 9 for all e will be iden

tified. Consider also the following two conditions which a given 

experiment may or may not satisfy: 

Condition I Any real valued function of the parameter having an 

unbiased estimator with everywhere finite variance has a UMVU 

estimator. 

Here UMVU is short for: uniformly minimum variance unbiased. 

Condition II The experiment admits a quadratically complete 

and sufficient a-algebra of events. 

It follows from the Rae-Blackwell theorem (Rao (1945), 

Blackwell (1947)) that any experiment satisfying II also satis

fies I. If ~ is dominated then Bahadur ~957hproved the re-

verse implication and thus the equivalence of conditions I and 

II for dominated experiments. We shall here generalize Bahadur's 

result by showing that conditions I and II are equivalent for 

majorized experiments. 

The following remarks are added for completeness of exposi

tion. Familiarity with the results described below are not 

needed for the understanding of the proof of the main result. 

It was shown by LaCam (1964) that the mathematics of statis

tical experiments might be greatly simplified by admitting the 

bounded linear functionals on the band of finite measures gene-
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rated by the P's e as random variables. It is of particular 

interest here that LeCam in this paper was able to demonstrate 

the existence of a algebra of such funtionals which deserved to 

be called the minimal sufficient algebra. 

In order to obtain "generalized" variables which are not 

necessarily bounded we may proceed by noting that these linear 

functionals may be represented as uniformly bounded families 

(X9 : e EEl) of real random variable satisfying the condition 

of finite coherence: 

To each subset D of IBl such that (P 9 : e ED) is dominated 

corresponds a random variable X:o such that x9 = X:o a. s. P 9 

when e E D. (Actually it suffices to consider two point sets D) • 

Call a family (x9 : e E e) of random variables coherent 

if there is a random variable such that 

for all e. An experiment is called coherent if finitely 

coherent families of real valued random variables are coherent. 

Some facts on coherence are given in Hasegawa and Perlman (1974), 

Mussmann (1972), Pitcher (1965), Siebert (1976) and Torgersen 

(1979). Dominated experiments as well as discrete experiments 

are coherent. Majorized experiments, however, need not be co-

herent. 

It was shown in Torgersen (1959) that if finitely coherent 

families of real random variables (not necessarily uniformly 

bounded) are admittet as "generalized" variables then the natural 

reformulations of conditions I and II are equivalent without any 

hypothesis on g what so ever. If, moreover, the elements in 

the minimal sufficient algebra of LeCam are all representable 

as usual random variables, then, as was shown in Torgersen 
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(1979), this implies that Bahadur's result extends to these cases. 

The purpose of this paper is to show that this condition may be 

further relaxed - it suffices to assume that each P9 has a 

minimal support which is representable as a set in~. This, 

in turn, is equivalent to (as will be explained later) the condi

tion that (ffi is majorized, i.e. that there is a non negative 

measure onJt such that each P9 has a density w.r.t. 
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2. A CONVERSE OF THE RAO-BLACKWELL THEOREM FOR HA.JORIZED 
EXPERIMENTS. 

Let the experiment ;; = Cx ,J} ,P e : e E e) be majorized by the 

non negative measure ~ on Jf , i.e. each P 9 has a density g9 

w.r.t ~· It may, and we shall, without loss of generality be 

assumed that the densities are all specified finite and 

non negative. We do not assume that ~ is a-finite. 

Put for each pair (e,F) such that F is finite and 

ue ,F = ge/gFI]o ,ro[ (gF) where gF = 9~Fg9. 
a-algebra of ~ generated by all functions 

Let 

ue ,F· 

~be 

the sub 

Then c; is generated by all functions u 9 ,F such that #F ~ 2 

as well as by the class (g9/g91 I]o ,oo [ (g 91 ); e1 , e2 E e}. 

We shall need the concept of weak closure for sub a-alge

bras. Let SP be any sub a-algebra of Jf . Then the ,.,reak 

closure, ~ w, of ~ is the a-algebra consisting of the sets 

A in ~ having the following property: to each finite sub set 

F of e corresponds a set DF in ';P so that P 8 (A A DF) = 0 

when e E F. (If A and B are sets, then At:. B = (A-B) U (B-A) 

is the symmetric difference of A and B). 

It is not difficult to see that ~ is the closure of ~ 
within J+ for the topology of pointwise convergence on those 

finite measures which are dominated by some finite subset of 

(P 9 : e E e}. Closure and convergence are, if not stated other

wise, with respect to this topology. 

Theorem Put J = ct'"w. (; satisfies condition I if and only if 

it satisfies condition II. If so, then :J is sufficient and 

quadratically complete. 
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Remark 1. A sub a-algebra ~ of J} is called quadratically 

complete if E 95 e 0 and E 952 <co for all 9 imply that tS == 0 

a.s. pe for all e. 

r...fl 
Remark 2 It follows from the theorem that o is minimal suffi-

cient provided ~ satisfies I or II. Clearly ~ is always 

pairwise sufficient and it was shown by Siebert (1976) that ~ 
is contained in any other weakly closed and pairwise sufficient 

sub a-algebra. 

Remark ~ The implication II ==> I is a direct consequence of 

the Rae-Blackwell theorem. 

Proof: Let 5~ be the a-algebra generated by the bounded UMVU 

estimator~. By Bahadur (1957). we know that S1 is weakly 

closed and that any s~ measurable variable with everywhere finite 

variance is the UMVU estimator of its expectation. In particu

lar ~ is quadratically complete. We shall first show that S~ 

is sufficient and thereby establish the equivalence I <==> II for 

majorized experiments. 

Let U denote the set of real valued random variables with 

everywhere finite variance and let T CTt) be the class of 

~ounded) UMVU estimators. By assumption there is a unique ex

pectation preserving map IT from U onto T. This map is linear 

and,byBahadur(1957), IT(cp5)==cpiT(5) whenever cpE~ and 5EU. 

Suppose we knew that n was non negative: Then IT(&) E Tb 

whenever & is bounded. Let 6 E U and put 6N == tSI[-N,N](5). 

~f A is a set then IA denotes its indicator function). Then 
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IT(5N) ~ IT(5) in quadratic mean for Pe for each e. Hence, 

since ~ is weakly closed, IT(5) is S~ measurable. It follows 

from the results of Bahadur described above that rr(B) is a 

version of EeCBIS3) for any e. Thus s~ is sufficient when rr 

is non-negative. (No assumptions on the existence of a majorizing 

measure have been used so far.) 

If the experiment' had been dominated then, by Bahadur (1957), 

rr would be non negative. We shall now see how the non negativity 

of rr may be deduced by reducing the majorized case to the domi-

nated case. 

Consider a function Clearly u FEU 
e ' 

and 

I · 2 I 2 J 2 [ue,F-rr(ue,F)J dPF= ue,F dPF+ (rr(ue,F)) dPF 

- 2 Jue,F rr(ue,F)dPF ~ Jue:F OJF+ Jue:FdPF 

- 2 Jue,F rr(ue,F)dPF = 2[Jue,F(ue,F- rrCue,F)dPFJ 

Thus uS,F = ll(u8,F) a.s. PF • Consider any e'E e. 
Then Pa,ClnCue,F)I < ue,F) = Pe,(gF>o & lnCue,F)I <ue,F) = 0 

since P e, ( (gF > 0) n A) = 0 when PF(A) = 0. Hence 

u 9,j :s. rr(u8,F) 2 so that E9 ,u8,j :s. E9,rr(u8,F) 2 ~ Ee,ue,j for 

all e I E e. Thus, by the uniqueness of UMVU estimators, 

ue ,F = rrCue ,F) 

that if ~ 53 . 
so that each u 9,F 

Fix an element 8 
0 

By the above result, 

is )6 measurable. It follows 

in e and put B 0 = [ g e 0 > 0] • 

is ~ measurable so that 

B E Q,. 
0 

Then the P9 
0 

absolutely continuous part of P9 is the 

measure: A. 9(A) = P 9(AB0 ); A E Jf. 
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Put S0 = {8: A. 8(x) = P 8(B0 ) > 0} and Q8 :::: A. 8h .. 8(x); 8 E ®0 • 

Consider the experiment 3:" = Cx ,Jr ,Q8 : 8 E ®0 ). ~ is clearly 

dominated by P 8 = Q8 o Let U0 , T0 and T0 ,b be defined for 
~ 0 0 cp 

rc 
as U, T and Tb was defined for G o We shall now see that 

J satisfies condition I. 

Clearly U0 consists of those random variables 60 such 

that 6IB0 Eu. Let o EU0 Then &0 = IT(6IB0 ) is well defined 

and J& 0 dA 8 = JIB0 TI(oiB0 )dP 8 = JnCoiB0 )dP8 = JoiB0 dP8 = IodA. 8 o 

Hence I 5 odQ8 = I odQ8; e E ®0. Let z E u 0 be a ~-unbiased 
is an ~ -unbiased estimator estimator of zero. Then ZIB0 E U 

of zero. Hence Jz50 dA. 9 = JcziB0 )r(oiB0 )dP 9 = Oo Thus &0 is 
o- ~ :1 -uncorrelated with any :.s- -unbiased estimator of zero in U 0 • 

It follows that 60 is a (and hence the) UMVU estimator of the 
~ ry;; 

expectation of 6 in ~ • Hence .J also satisfies condition I. 
rr; q.-

By Bahadur ('195?), since -,; is dominated, the -:r -UMVU estimator 
(";:-

of the f -expectation of a non negative 6 in U0 is 

IB0 IT(5) = TI(5IB0)~ 0 w.r.t. ~ 
60 

~-non negative. In particular 

when 5 is ~ - non negative 

and TI(6) > 0• - ' a.s. 

in U. 

Pe 
0 

Thus, since P 9 = Qe 
0 0 

when o is (t -non nega-

tive in U. Hence·, by the arbitrariness of e0 , TI is non nega

tive. Altogether we have shown that ~ is sufficient and con

tains if o It remains to show that S2> 5: if o 

Let BE :)'1 and fix again an element 90 in e. Using the 

notations introduced above we find that the ~ -UMVU estimator 

of the~ -expectation of IBnBo is TI(IBnBo) = IBnBo. Hence, 

by Bahadur (1954, 1957), Bn B0 belongs to the minimal~ -closed, 

~-sufficient sub a-algebra of v4-- • 
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By the same papers, this cr-algebra is the ~-closure of the 

cr-algebra generated by the likelihood ratios (g9/g9 )IB , 8 6-·,al • 
0 0 ° 

It follows, since these functions are (;/ measurable, that there 

is a S 0 in ~ such that Pe 0 ( (BnB0 )6 S0 ) = 0. We may, since 

B0 E:/, assume that S0 ~B0 • Clearly P9((BnB0 )6S0 ) e 0. Hence, 

since :J' is closed, B n B0 E ;;/. Put, for each finite subset F 

of @, BF = U B n (g8 > 0). Then BF E lf o It follows, since 
9EF d 

BF converges to B as F increases, that BE cJ • 

Let us conclude by a few remarks on majorized experiments 

and minimal supports. 

Call a set A in ~ a minimal support of the finite measure 

A if I A. I (A c) = 0 and if P 8 (A-B) 9 0 whenev?r I A. I (Be);;; 0. Thus 

(g8 > 0) is a minimal support of P 9 o 

!'-lore generally we may say that a variable 6 belonging to 

some set K of variables is minimal in K if Pe ( v .::_ 6) e 1 whenever 

v E K Thus 

dPe/ dPF where 

A scrutiny 

u 8 ,F is a minimal Radon-Nikodym derivative 

PF = L: p 9. 
9EF 

of the arguments used reveals that the essential 

property needed was the existence of minimal non negative Radon

Nikodym derivatives [We proved that n(u 9,F) = u 9,F a.s. PF so 

that lrrCu9,F)! is also a version of dP 9/dPF. Hence, by mini

mality, u 9,F ~lnCu 9 ,F)I a.s. P 8 , for each e•, ••• ]. This 

in turn implies and is implied by the existence of minimal sup-

ports of each P 9• The latter condition is, however, equivalent 

to the condition that ~ is majorized. 

In order to see this let us consider a general, not necessarily 

majorized experiment 't = Cx, Jt; P 9 : 9 E ®). Consider the set of 

finite measures on ~ as a vector lattice for the usual setwise 
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definitions of linear - and lattice operations. [Thus, for ex

ample, the greatest lower bound of the two point set [a,sJ of 

finite measures is the largest finite measure y such that 

y <a and y ~ ~. This measure will be denoted as y = a 1\ S]. 

Let V be the closure of the vector lattice generated by the 

measures P9 for the total variation norm. It is easily seen 

that each A in V posesses minimal supports provided each P 9 

posesses minimal supports. By Zorn's lemma there is a maximal 

disjoint family ( rrt : t E T) of probability measures in V. 
I II 

If 9 E 9 then P 9 may be represented as P 9 = P 9 + P 9 where 

is dominated by a countable sub set of [ rrt : t E T} while P~ 

is disjoint from any TTto We may write PI = r:Pe t where 
9 t , 

Pe,t = lim P 9 1\ n rrt is the TTt absolutely continuous part of 
n ... c;c. 

Here lim is w.r.t. the total variation norm. It follows that 

P I E v p" P P' E v r·f p" _f o t 9 • Hence e = 9 - 9 • e r hen 

PI 
e 

P9 .. 

(rrt: t E T} U (P~/PeCx)} is a disjoint set of probability measures 

in V which properly contains (nt t E T}. Hence, by maximality, 
II 

P9 = o. It follows that p = 
9 fp9t ; 9 E e. Put J.l = ~TTt and 

let At be a minimal support for nt. It is easily seen that 

rAt is a density of TTt w.r.t. J.l • If 9Ee then, 

!:(IA dP 9/drrt: P et(x) > 0}, is a density of P9 w.r.t. J.l· 
T 

Note that J.l constructed this way has the additional properties 

of (See Mussmann (1972)): 

Equivalence: J.l(A) = 0 <=> P 9(A) e 0 

and 

Essentiality: J.l(A) > 0 => 0 < J.l(B) < ~ 

for some measurable sub set B of A • 
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The decomposition above is of independent interest since it 

provides a method of reducing general experimentsGto total in

formation experiments and dominated experiments. Thus a sub 

a-algebra f3 of Jr is sufficient (pairwise sufficient) if and 

only if it is sufficient (pairwise sufficient) for the experiment 

(rrt: t E T) and for each of the experiments !t = (P9t/Pet(x); 

P9t(x) > 0); t E T. It is then, of course, essential that the 

measures rrt are all chosen within V. 

Finally it should be noted that the problem considered here 

can't be expressed directly in terms of distributions of likeli

hood ratios since, see LeCam (1964), there is always a E-finite 

(and hence coheren~ experiment yielding the same distributions 

of likelihood ratios as G yieldao 
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